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ODD PRIMARY STEENROD OPERATIONS IN

FIRST-QUADRANT SPECTRAL SEQUENCES

BY

JOHN SAWKA

Abstract. This paper defines two kinds of Steenrod operations in the spectral

sequence of a bisimplical mod p coalgebra and shows them to be a complete list of

all such possible Steenrod operations. These operations are compatible with the

differentials and with Steenrod operations on the total complex. A general rule is

given for computing the operations on E2. A generalization of the Kudo transgres-

sion theorem is also proved, placing it in a larger and more natural setting.

1. Introduction. In 1955, Massey [9] asked if it were possible to introduce Steenrod

squares and/ith powers into the spectral sequence of a fibre space. Since that time

several people have contributed to the solution of this problem, notably Vazquez

[22], Araki [1], Kristensen [5], Kuo [7], Rector [15], Smith [18], Singer [16], Mori ([12]

and [13]), and Dwyer [4].

This paper will define mod p Steenrod operations on a class of spectral sequences;

its sequel will define higher divided powers in certain spectral sequences. These

operations are shown to be a complete list of all Steenrod-type operations on

spectral sequences. This extends to the odd prime case the work of Singer [16] on

Steenrod squares in first-quadrant spectral sequences and the work of Dwyer [4] on

higher divided squares in second quadrant spectral sequences. Mori ([12] and [13])

has also obtained most of our results for the odd prime case of the Eilenberg-Moore

spectral sequence through different methods.

In the course of these papers the ambiguity regarding indeterminacy in the

definition of the operations in [16], [12], and [13] is resolved, and the question asked

by Singer [16] regarding the existence of horizontal operations in the spectral

sequence of a mixed simplicial object is answered. A generalization of the Kudo

transgression theorem [6] is also proved, placing the usual Kudo transgression

theorem in a larger and more natural setting. The principal applications of these

results are to the Eilenberg-Moore and the Serre spectral sequences as well as to the

change-of-rings spectral sequence as outlined by Singer in [17].

Let A be the category of finite ordered sets and nondecreasing maps [10, p. 4] and

let Aop be the opposite category. A bisimplicial coalgebra is a covariant functor from
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Aop x Aop to the category of commutative Zp coalgebras. Throughout this paper p is

an odd prime. A mixed simplicial coalgebra is a covariant functor from Aop X A to

the category of commutative Zp coalgebras.

The vector space dual of a bisimplicial coalgebra can be regarded as a double

cochain complex and filtered in the usual way to give a first-quadrant spectral

sequence. The main result of this paper is the construction in this spectral sequence

of vertical Steenrod operations

9k:Es/'     -»    £;.<+2*(7>-D        (0<#fc<i).

ß9k:Esr-'     h»    Es.t+ik(p-\)+\     (o<2Jfc</),

and horizontal Steenrod operations

Spk.ßs.l        _,       £S + (2k-t)(p-\),pt

ß9k:Es''       -»      £s+(2k-iXp-l)+Lpt

of certain indeterminacy (detailed later). Note that the ß9k is a single operation

which is not a priori related to any Bockstein operations. Proposition 2.5 shows that

these operations commute with the differentials of the spectral sequence. In particu-

lar, they are defined on Ex, where they are compatible with the action of Steenrod

operations on the cohomology of the total complex (Proposition 2.4).

A mixed simplicial coalgebra similarly gives rise to a second-quadrant spectral

sequence. The main result of the sequel to this paper is the construction in this

spectral sequence of vertical Steenrod operations

<Syk.E-s.t     ^     E-s,,+2k(p-\) (Ç>sz2k^t),

ß9k:E;s-'     -    E-s,<+2k(p-\)+\ (o<2Jfc<0,

and horizontal higher divided power operations

Sk:E/s-'     -*    üf*-íkp-t)-W (reven),

S   .  p-s,t       _       F-s-(2k-\)(p-\)-\,pt       (/0HH)

ß8k:E/s''     ~»    E/S~2k(p-X)-P' (reven),

ßSk:E/s-'     -»    E-s-(2k-ixp-n,p,        (rodd)

of certain indeterminacy to be detailed later. These higher divided powers provide

the classes necessary to enable the differentials to kill superfluous Steenrod opera-

tions, thus ensuring that at the Ex stage, the action of the Steenrod algebra is

unstable with respect to total degree.

The techniques used in both papers are those of Dwyer ([3] and [4]) and Singer

[16]. It is a pleasure to acknowledge my debt to them, particularly to W. G. Dwyer

who provided invaluable advice during the course of this work. I would also like to

thank the referee for his helpful comments.

2. Definitions and results. For an algebra or coalgebra A over Z , we denote the

comultiplication by ^: A -» A ® A and the multiplication by /x: A ® A -» A. We

write e: A — Zp and tj: Zp -> A for the counits and units, respectively. If A is a Hopf
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algebra, then a left A-coalgebra is a coalgebra M that is also a left A-module such

that ^: M -> M ® M and e: M -> Zp aie A-morphisms. Here A acts diagonally on

M ® M, with all tensor products taken over Z .

The constituents of a bisimplicial object X are written Xst, and d?, sf designate

the vertical face and degeneracy operators, while db, i* denote the horizontal

operators. An augmentation for a bisimplicial object X is a simplicial object R and a

morphism of simplicial objects X: X0^ -* R^. such that Xdx = Xdh: Xx, -» Ä, for all

f>0.

If A is a Hopf algebra and Ä is a simplicial A-module, then there is an associated

A-chain complex CR defined by (CR)n — Rn and d — 2"=0(-l)'i/,. Similarly, for a

bisimplicial A-module X, there is an associated double A-chain complex CX defined

by (CX)sl = Xst with dv = 2'i=0(-iyd° and dh = 2sj=0(-\ydjh. We can also regard

CX as a singly-indexed A-chain complex with increasing filtration:

Fk{cx)n= 2 cxUj.
i+j — n

i<k

Here the total differential on an element x of bidegree (s, t) is given by dx = dhx +

(-\)sdvx.

If X is a bisimplicial A-module and N is a A-module, we write HomA(CA', N) for

the Z -cochain complex with decreasing filtration given by

FkHom\(CX, N) = {/: (CX)„ - N\f(Fk_xCX) = 0}.

We write (ErHomA(CX, N), dr), or just (Er, dr) for the spectral sequence of this

filtered cochain complex. This is called the spectral sequence of the bisimplicial

A-coalgebra and is just a special case of the spectral sequence of a bisimplicial

A-module. If X has an augmentation X: X -* R, then X defines in an obvious way a

Z^-homomorphism

A*: H* HomA(CÄ, N) ^ H* Hom^CX, N).

When X* is an isomorphism, then H* HomA(CR, N) is filtered and is the target of

the spectral sequence (Er, dr). In this case, write

p:FsHs+'UomA(CR,N)^E^

for the usual projection.

Finally, for 2 < r < «, let B*'' denote the subgroup of Es/' containing those

elements which survive to E^' and have zero residue class in £'*•'. An operation f:

£s,i __> £u,v 0f lYideteryninaçy n is a map

Es.t _, e?>°/BZ>v.

We can now state our results concerning the (first-quadrant) spectral sequence of

a bisimplicial A-coalgebra.

Suppose that A is a Hopf algebra, R is a simplicial A-coalgebra, X is a bisimplicial

A-coalgebra, and A7 is a commutative A-algebra. In §4, products and Steenrod

operations in H*HomA(CR, N) are defined. In §5, products and Steenrod opera-

tions are defined on H*HomA(CX, N).
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Proposition 2.\.IfX:X-*Risan augmentation, then X*: H*HomA(CR, N)

H*HomA(CX, N) preserves products and Steenrod operations.

In §5, we also define products in the spectral sequence (ErliomA(CX, N), dr):

T7S,t  /O,    T?s'tt'       .     l?S + s',t+1'
£,r     (¿9 hr       -* Lr ,

as well as two kinds of Steenrod operations. We define vertical Steenrod operations

9k : E'/ - Es/+2k(p-X)       (0<2k< t),

ß6yk. Es,, ^ Es,l + 2k(p-\)+\ (o < 2/c < if),

with no indeterminacy. We define horizontal Steenrod operations

<Spk . ßs,t        _,       ßs + (2k-t)(p-l),pt

U<2k),
ß9  : Es''    -»    £'+(2k-fXp-\)+\,pi '

which are of indeterminacy r — 1 + (2k — t)(p — 1) and r + (2k — t)(p — 1),

respectively, for t *£ 2k < t + r — 2, and of indeterminacy p(r — 2) + 1 for / + r —

2 «£ 2k. Note that at the E2 level there is no indeterminacy.

Proposition 2.2. Products and Steenrod operations on E2 determine products and

Steenrod operations on Er (modulo the appropriate indeterminacy) for all r~s* 2; that is,

if u E E2 survives to Er and represents [u] E Er, then 9ku and ß9ku survive to Er,

9k[u] = [9ku], and ß9k[u] = [ß9ku] modulo the appropriate indeterminacy.

Proposition 2.3. The spectral sequence (Er, dr) is a differential algebra under the

product pairing.

It follows that there are products and Steenrod operations on Ex. The following

proposition relates them to those of the target of the spectral sequence.

Proposition 2.4. Suppose that X is a bisimplicial A-coalgebra with augmentation X:

X -» R, N is a commutative A-algebra, and X* is an isomorphism. Suppose that

u E FSHS+'HornA(CR, N) and v E FmHm + "flomA(CR, N). Then uv E

Fs+mH*HomA(CR, N) and p(uv) — p(u)p(v). In addition we have the following:

Case 1. // 0 < 2k < t, then 9ku E FsH*HomA(CR, N) and p9ku = 9kpu. If

0<2k<t, then ß9ku E FsH*HomA(CR, N) andpß9ku = ß9kpu.

Case 2. If'i < 2k, then

9ku E Fs+<*k-'XJ>-»H*HomA(CA, N),

ß9ku E Fs+<2k-'*p-»+'H*HomA(CR, N)

and

P9ku = 9kpu,   pß9ku = ß9kpu.

The Steenrod operations we define commute with the differentials in the spectral

sequence in the manner described in the next proposition. In order to simplify the

notation, no distinction is made between an element in Er that survives to Es and its

residue class in E,.
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Proposition 2.5. Suppose that u E Es/ (r s= 2).

Case 1. If 2k «£ t - r + 1, f«<?«

dßku '= 9kdru,

and if 2k < t - r + 1, then

drß9ku = -ß9kdru.

Case 2. If t - r + \ <2k<t, then 9ku survives to E^'+2k(p~i) where q = r +

(2k - t + r - l)(p - 1), 9kdru survives to Esq+q-pi-'~r+ '>, and

dßku = 9kdru.
*

If t - r + 1 <2k < t, then ß9ku survives to ¡E,*it2*('_1)+,> ß9kdru survives to

EsqXfx'p{'~r+{),and

dq+xß9ku = -ß9kdru.

Case 3. If t^2k, then 9ku survives to Es+/}k//x)(p~X)-p<, 9kdru survives to

Cjp(r-\)+\ , una

dp(r^X)+x9ku = 9kdru.

In   addition,   ß9ku   survives   to   Ep,+/}k/+'¡(p-i)+]-'",   ß6Pkdru   survives   to
Fs + r + (2k-! + r-l)(p~l)+\,p(t-r+\) j

dp(r_X)+xß9ku = -ß9kdru.

Case 4. If s + t is even, s + t = 2k, and dp = u, then

drvu(p-l) = 9ku.

If s + t is odd, s + t — \ — 2k, and dp = u, then ß9ku and vip~^u both survive

t°E{p-\)(r-\)+\and

d(p_X)(r_X)+xv(p-"u = ß9ku.

In order to better understand Proposition 2.5, consider the following diagram.

Each of the numbers, 1,2,3, and 4, indicates the region determined by the hypothe-

sis of the corresponding case of the proposition.

These results are analogous to those of Singer [16] for the mod 2 case. Mori ([12]

and [13]) obtains the first three cases of our Proposition 2.5 for the mod p

Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. Neither Singer nor Mori, however, explicitly

mentions the indeterminacy inherent in the operations.

We can summarize Proposition 2.5 informally by saying that 6$ku and 9kdru (or

ß9ku and ß9kdru) survive long enough for 9ku to "kill" 9kdru (or for ß9ku to

"kill" ß9kdru). In order to see how long these classes need to survive, make a sketch

and observe the value of q required for dq to take 9ku to 9kdru. The several cases

arise because the operations switch from being vertical to horizontal at different

places for u and dru.
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3

Case 4 generalizes the Kudo transgression theorem [6] and places it in a natural

setting. The class dp is of one higher total degree than v, so there is one more

operation defined on it than on v. Case 4 provides a class to hit this additional

operation.

3. Simplicial Eilenberg-Zilber maps. For R and 5 simplicial A-modules, we write

R ® S for the dimension wise tensor product: (R ® S)n = Rn<8> Sn with diagonal

A-action and tensor product face and degeneracy operators. We also write CR ® CS

for the (graded) tensor product of A-chain complexes: (CR ® CS)n = 1i+j=n R¡ ® 5,

with Leibnitz differential

d(a®b) = d(a)®b+(-ira®d(b).

These definitions extend in the obvious way to p factors.

Suppose that R(i), R(2),.. .,R(p) are simplicial A-modules. Then let

T: C(R(l) ® R(2) ® • • • ®R(p)) -* C(R(p) ® R(l) ® • • • <2>R(p - 1))

or

T: CR(\) ® CR(2) ® • ■ • ®CR(p) -* CR(p) ® CR(\)

denote the signed cyclic permutation of factors:

>CR(p-l)

T(ax ® a2 ® • •• ®ap) = (_I)Wd".l+l"2H---+K-.l)(^ ® a¡ ® Û2 ® ... »a^,,).

Lemma 3.1. For Ä(l), Ä(2),.. .,R(p) simplicial A-modules, there exist natural maps

Dk = Dk(R(\), R(2),...,R(p)): C(R(l) ® R(2) ® • • • ®R(p))

CR(l) ® Ciî(2) ® • ■ • ®CR(p)       (k > 0)
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homogeneous of degree k such that

(i) D0 is a chain homotopy equivalence which induces the identity map

C(R(\) 9 R(2) 9 ■ ■ ■ 9R(p))0 - (CR(l) 9 CR(2) 9 • • • 9CR(p))0,

(ii) dDk + Dkd = Dk_x- TDk_xT~l for k odd, and

(m)dDk- Dkd = Dk^x + TDk_xT-] + ■■■ +Tp~lDk_xT-p+y for k even.

The collection {Dk} is called a simplicial Eilenberg-Zilber map in the sense of [16]

and is easily constructed via acyclic models as in [21, p. 441] or [2].

A simplicial Eilenberg-Zilber map {Dk} is called special if for all

R(\), R(2),.. .,R(p), and for all integers «, k, we have the following two conditions.

(1) The image of

Dk: C(R(\) 9 R(2) 9 • • • 9R(p))n - (CR(\) 9 CR(2) 9 • ■ • 9 CR(p))n+k

is contained in the subspace

2        CR(\)i,9CR(2)i29...9CR(p)lp,
'l.<2.',*"

(In particular, Dk(C(R(\) 9 ■ ■ ■ ®R(p))„) = 0 if k > (p - 1)«.)

(2) The map

Dip_X)n: C(R(l) ® R(2) 9 ■ ■ ■ 9R(p))n - (CR(\) 9 CR(2) 9 ■ • • 9 CR(p))pn

(for « > 0) is given by

£<„-,)>, •«,•••■ ®"p) = {m\)"(-\)m(n2+n)/2ax 9a29.-.®ap

for all a i E R(i) where m = (p — l)/2.

By using normalized complexes in the proof of Lemma 3.1, as in [19, p. 274], we

can always be sure that condition (1) is satisfied. That condition (2) can always be

satisfied is shown as Theorem 5.4 in [20]. We can always, therefore, insist that our

Eilenberg-Zilber map is special.

If N is a A-module, we also consider the dual morphism

£>£:HomA(CÄ(l)® •••® CR(p),N) - HomA(C(/?(l) 9 ••■ ®R(p)),N),

which satisfies formulas dual to those of Lemma 3.1.

4. Products and Steenrod operations for simplicial coalgebras. Suppose that N is a

commutative A-algebra with product ju.: N 9 N -* N and that R is a simplicial

coalgebra with coproduct ^: R -* R 9 R. Let

X: HomA(CÄ, N) 9 UomA(CR, N) -» HomA(Cfl ® CR, N)

be the natural pairing that takes x: CR - N, y: CR -> N to CR 9 CR ->   N 9

n
N -» N. Also write x f°r the obvious analog for p factors. We can now define

cochain operations

H:HorrfA(CR, N) 9 Hom'A(CR, N) -» Honf^'iCR, N),

Pk : Hom"A(CÄ, N) - UomnA+2k(p-])(CR, N), and

ßPk: Hom"A(CR, N) -» HomA+2/t(í"l)+,(CjR, N).
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First, define ¡x by fi(x 9 y) — \p*D¡*x(x 9 y) where D0 is the natural analog for

two factors of the similar map defined in §3 for p factors.

In order to define Pk and ßPk we need first to define certain cochains and

we follow May [11, pp. 166-167]. Let x E Hom"A(CR, N) and dx = y

E HomA+1(CR, N). Let C be the free Zp-cochain complex with generators x in

dimension « and y in dimension « + 1 with dx = y and all other differentials zero.

Define a contraction s: C -» C of degree minus one by s(x) = 0, s(y) = Jc. Then

ds + sd = 1. Extend s to S: Cp -» C by 5 = l'-1 ® i. It follows that S is given

explictly by S(ax) = 0, S(ay) = (-l)|a|ax for a G CT1. Also dS + Sd = 1. Next,

define /, for 0 =s / < p inductively by

t~2j = s((l-T-i)t~2j_x);        t2j+x = s{Nt~2J)

where N = 1 + T + T2 + ■ ■ ■ + Tp~ '. Using the fact that dS + Sd = 1, we find

(0 dtx = t0,

(ii)dt2J = (\ -T-l)i2j_x,and

(iii)dt2j+x = Nt2j.

By induction we can explicitly calculate t¡. Here we merely note that tp =

(-\)m(n+X)m\xp, where here and in the following m — (p— l)/2. Now let ti be the

image in (HomA(CR, N))p of t¡ under <xp where <x: C ^ HomA(CR, N) is the chain

map that takes x to x and y to y. These /, are the cochains we require. It is evident

that

(i) dtx = t0,

(ii) dt2J = (1 — T~x)t2j_x,

(m)dt2J+x — Nt2j, and

(iv)//, = (-ir("+l)7n!jc".

Now let q — (n — 2k)(p — 1), and for any integer r, define

Kr) = (-ir(r-')/2(77i!r       [ll,p.l62].

Finally, define

Pkx = (_i)*+%(_„ - i)

¡=o
2  (-l)V*o<?%-(2, + l)X(í2,'+l)

m

-S(-i)'^f-2,x((i-r'r2r,)
í=i

and

r m
,/t + m

ßPKx = (-\)K+mv(-n - 1) 2   (-l)'r^%-1-(2¡ + 1)x(/2,+ 1)
1 = 0

+ 2 (-i)V¿>;+/,-,-2/x('2í)
i=i

There are three important things to bear in mind about these imposing formulas.

First, on the cochain level Pk commutes and ßPk anti-commutes with the boundary.
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Second, they define products and Steenrod operations on H*HomA(CR, N) satisfy-

ing all the usual properties except that, in general, P° ¥^ 1 [11, p. 198]. Third, when

applied to a cocycle, they reduce to the more familiar formulas used to define

Steenrod operations (see for example [11, p. 182]).

The verification that Pk commutes and ßPk anti-commutes with the boundary is a

straightforward computation. One need only note: (1) the properties of the Dk as

given in Lemma 3.1, (2) the formulas given for dt¡ in terms of 1 — T~l or N applied

to i,_,, and (3) the fact that Ntp - 0 and (1 - F)'1 = N.

5. Bisimplicial Eilenberg-Zilber maps. For A a Hopf algebra and

A^l), X(2),...,X(p) bisimplicial A-modules, consider three different double com-

plexes. First, consider the double complex which arises from the componentwise

tensor product of the X(i). Here we write (X(\) ® X(2) ® • • • ®X(p))s, = X(\)sl 9

X(2)s, 9 ••• 9X(p)s, for the resulting bisimplicial A-module. We use the tensor

product face and degeneracy operators db = df 9 dk 9 ■ ■ ■ 9dk, and d° — d" ® d"

9 ■ ■ ■ 9d°, etc. The associated double complex is formed in the usual way,

dh = lj(-l):dk, dv = 2j(-\)JdJ (i.e., first take the tensor product as bisimplicial

modules and then form the double complex). Secondly, consider the bigraded tensor

product of the double complexes CX(i). This is written CX(\) 9 CX(2)

9 ••• ® CX(p) anàhas

(CX(\) 9 CX(2) 9 ■■■®CX(p))sl

2 CAXl),,,, 9 CX(2)I2,J2 9 ■ ■ ■ ®CX(p),p,Jp.

'l+'2+   ••■  +ip=S

j\+h+ ■■■ +JP = <

It has vertical and horizontal differentials given by the Leibnitz rule (i.e., form the

double complex CX(i) for each X(i) and then take the tensor product of these

double complexes).

Thirdly, an intermediate object called the vertical tensor product of the X(i) must

be considered. This is the double complex C( A^(l) ®„ X(2) 9V ■ ■ ■ 9V X(p)) given by

C(X(\)®vX(2)9D---9vX(p))Sit

2 X(\)s,JI9vX(2)sj29v---9vX(p)s,Jp

JI+J2+  ■■■   +jp = '

with horizontal differential dh = 2,(-l)W,/' 9 d? 9 ■ ■ ■ 9dk and vertical differential

given by the Leibnitz rule applied to the dv for each factor. Here we form a chain

complex in the vertical direction for each X(i) so that each X(i) is in fact a simplicial

chain complex. Next we take the dimensionwise tensor product of these chain

complexes. Finally, we form a chain complex in the horizontal direction on the

resulting simplicial chain complex.

Having established the preceding, we can begin to define bisimplicial Eilenberg-

Zilber maps. Fix a simplicial Eilenberg-Zilber map {Dk} and define homomor-

phisms

Gq: C(X(l) 9 X(2) 9 ■ ■ ■ 9X(p)) - C(X(\) 9V X(2) «„ • • • ®u X(p))
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and

Hr: C(X(\) ®„J!f(2) 9V ■ ■ ■ 9vX(p)) - CX(\) 9 CX(2) ® • • • ® CX(p),

where Gq is homogeneous of bidegree (0, q) and Hr is homogeneous of bidegree (r, 0)

as follows. The restriction of Gq to C(X(\) 9 X(2) 9 ■■■ 9X(p))st is

Dq[X{\)„, X(2)^,...,X(p)s^): X(l),tl 9 X(2)s, 9 ■ ■ ■ ®X(p)s,

2 X(\)SJl9X(2)s,i29...9X(p)s,lp.
i,+i2+ ■■■ +ip = t + q

The restriction of Hr to the summand

X(l)SJl 9 X(2)sj2 9 ■ ■ ■ 9X(p)s,lp    (ix + i2 + ■ ■ ■ +ip = t)

is

Dr(x(l)tJ¡,X(2)^2,...,X(p),Jp):X(l)s,¡í9.--9X(p)SJp

2 X(\ h.,, 9 X(2)j2,i2 9-.-9X(p )jp,lp.
j\+h+ ■■■ +jp=s + r

Define the total differential d on an element of bidegree (s, t)tobedh + (-\)sdv.

Define e on an element of bidegree (s, t) to be multiplication by (-\)st. Now let

G"Z f/'^^     r       ±-rr     7.-1 i     AAx(\)dGq + Gqd= Gq_x + TGq_xT    (a odd),
(2) dGq - Gqd = (?,_,+ TGq_xT~l + ■■■ +T»^Gq_xT-p+l (q even),

and

(3) dHr + Hrd =Hr_x- THr_xT~x (r odd),

(4)dHr- Hrd=Hr_x + THr_xTl + ■•• +Tp-lHr_xT~p+x (reven).

Next, for each integer k > 0, define a map

Kk: C(X(\) ® X(2) 9 ■■■ 9X(p)) -» CA'(l) ® CX(2) ® • ■ • ® CX(p)

homogeneous of degree k with respect to total degree by

Kk=   2r+q=kTHrT-'Gq+   2r+q=kHrGq       (¿odd),
r even r odd
q odd I even

K.  =      \ .   H G   -I- V V TmH T"~m(J
qKk~ Z r+q=k "rGq + 2, li r + q = k l     Hrl <V

r, q even 0^n<m<p r, q odd

for k even. For ix, i2,...,ip, jx, j2,... ,jp integers, let

e(ix,i2,...,ip,jx,j2,...,jp) = i2(jx) + i3(jx +j2) + ■■■

HU +72 + •••+;,-,) + ••■ +ip{h +/2 + • • ■ +4,-1)-

Now   define   a   on   an   element   x, ® x2 9 ■ ■ ■ 9xp   in   X(l)iuj    ® X{2\ h

9 ■ ■ ■ 9X(p)t j to be multiplication by

Finally, let Kk = oKk.
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A straightforward computation with the relations (1), (2), (3), and (4) proves the

following.

Lemma 5.1. For {Kk} as defined above,

dKk + Kkd = Kk_x- TKk_xT-x        (kodd),   and

dKk- Kkd = Kk_x + TKk_xT~l + ■■■ +Tp~lkk_xT-p+i        (keven).

Thus, we call {Kk} a bisimplicial Eilenberg-Zilber map.

Cohomology operations on H*HomA(CX, N) can be now defined for any bisim-

plicial A-coalgebra X and any commutative A-algebra N by analogy with our

definition for a simplicial A-coalgebra in §4.

Each Kk defines

K*:HomA(CX(l)9 ••• ® CX(p),N) -^ HomA(C(X(l) 9 ■■■ 9X(p)),N).

We also have

X: HomA(CX, N) 9 HomA(CX, N) -» Hom^CA' 9 CX, N)

as well as

X: HomA(CX, N) ® ■ • • ®HomA(CT, N)^HomA(CX9 ■■■9CX,N)

p p

defined as the similar maps for the simplicial case in §4.

The cochain operations

p : HonfA(CZ, N) 9 HomA(CA-, N) -» HoníA+'(CA', N),

Pk : Hom^CA-, N) 4 HonïA+2*('~1)(C^, N),   and

ßPk : HomA(CA-, N) - Hom"A+2k^l)+'(CX, N)

are defined exactly as before in §4, on page 744 except that now we have a

ôi'simplicial A-coalgebra and we use our ftisimplicial Eilenberg-Zilber map {Kk} in

place of {Dk}. These operations pass to products and Steenrod operations on

H*HomA(CX, N).

The proof of Proposition 2.1 is exactly analogous to the proof of Proposition 1.1

in [16].

6. The spectral sequence of a bisimplicial A-coalgebra. If A^l), ^(2),... ,X(p) are

bisimplicial A-coalgebras, CX(l) 9 CX(2) ® • • • ® CX(p) is filtered in the usual

(increasing) way as a tensor product of filtered complexes:

Fk(CX(l) ® • • • ® CX(p))„ =    S    (CX(l) 9 ■ ■ • 9 CX(p))sr
s + t = n

s*ik

We give Horn^CA^l) ® • • • ® CX(p), N) the dual decreasing filtration:

F*HonrA(CJf(l) ® ■ • • ® CX(p), N)

= {/: CA-(l) 9 ■ • • 9 CX(p) -^N\f(Fk_x) = 0}.
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Then x defined in §5 is filtration preserving, and if the simplicial Eilenberg-Zilber

map {Dk} used in defining {Kk} is special, the following relations result:

KkFnC(X(l) 9 •• • 9X(p)) C Fn+kCX(l) 9 ■ ■ ■ 9 CX(p)

and

KkFnC(X(l) 9 ■ • • ®X{p)) C FnpCX(l) 9 ■ • • 9 CX(p).

These relations follow immediately from the definition of Kk and the properties of a

special Eilenberg-Zilber map. Dually we have

Lemma 6.1. (a) K%F" C F^"^ and

Lemma 6.1. (b) K*kF" C >»"*,

where lig( jc ) denotes the least integer greater than or equal to x.

The spectral sequence Er = ErY\omA(CX, N) is obtained in the usual way:

J7S,t —   'ZS.t /\ S'7s-r+ \,t + r-2    i     -ys+\,t— ll
tr    - Zr  /\oZr_x + Zr_,       J

where

Zs/ = {x E FsHoms/'(CX, N)\8x E FJ+rHom(CA', N)}.
r l A    V >        / I V >        /j

The differential 5 on HomA(CX, N) induces

dr:Es/ -> Esr+r''-r+x.

Steenrod operations in this spectral sequence can now be defined. Recall that for

2 *£ r < « we let Bsn-' denote the subgroup of Es/' containing those elements which

survive to Esn-' and have zero residue there. We often write Bn for Bs/ when no

confusion will ensue.

Proposition 6.2. Suppose that r s* 2 andx E Zs/.

Case 1. 7/0 < 2k < t, then Pkx E zs/+2k<p-x\ andPkpasses to a homomorphism

<3p*; Es,t -» Es,l+2k<-p~]).

7/0 <2k<t, then ßPkx E zs/+2k(-p-^+\ andßPkpasses to a homomorphism

ßäpk: ßs.t _^ ßS,t+2k(p-\)+\ _

Case 2. If t < 2k, then Pkx G zsr+(2k-l)(p~1)-p', and ßPk E z;+<2/c-'X/>-i) + i./".

For t < 2k < t + r — 2, these pass to homomorphisms in the spectral sequence:

¿pk.  ps.t        ps + (2k-i)(p-\),pt ifí
J    ■ &r ï-r /Dr-\+(2k-t)(p-\)>

R&pk.  ps.t ps + (2k-t)(p-\)+\,pt /ft
PJ    -Cr      ^ ^r /ßr+(2k-t)(p-\)-

For t + r — 2 < 2k, these pass to homomorphisms

Up*,  ps.t        ps + (2k~r)(p-\),pt /D
J    • cr Lr /D/>(r-2)+l'

jS*^: £/•' - Esr+(2k-'*p-^+'<p,/Bp(r_2)+x.

Proof. By the way of proof, we indicate here how to verify the location of the

various elements in their proper nitrations and subgroups. Additivity of the opera-

tions will follow from their additivity at the E2 stage to be provided by Proposition

7.1.
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We begin by setting n = s + t, the total degree of x E Zs/, and noting that Pkx is

given by a linear combination of terms

rKfn_2k)(p-X)x(x9x9...9x)

and

t*K*n-2k)(p-l) + mX(a(m))

for various values of m, where a(m) is a tensor product (in some order) of m ox's

and p — m x's. The linear combination has been specifically chosen so that

8Pkx = Pk8x [11, p. 166]. Similar remarks hold for ßPk.

Case 1. First note that for x E Zs/ (in particular x G FsHomsA'(CX, N)), we

have x(x® x® ■■■ ®x) £ Fps Horn A(CA" ® • • • ® CX). Therefore, by (a) of

Lemma 6.1, we have

***(*«-2*X/-i>X(* ®x9---9x)E F*HomA(CX, N).

Likewise, x E Zs/ implies Sx G Fs+r so that x(«(w)) G Fps+mr, and thus

4<*K*n_2k)ip_X)+mx(a(m)) E Fmps+mr)/p) C Fs. Thus Pkx E Fs. Furthermore,

8Pkx = Pk8x = {-l)kv(-n - lH*K?,,+\-2kxP-,}x(8x 9 8x 9 ■ ■ ■ 98x)

lies in Fs+r, verifying that Pkx eZrw+2'(rl1. Similar arguments show that if

x E Zsrl\-'-\ then Pkx G z^',+2k<-f~l)~\ and that if x E 8Z.;~r+l',+r~2, then

pkx EsZsr-r+\,t+2k(.P-\)+r-2_ The foregoing together with the additivity tobe

verified later show that Pk passes to a homomorphism ??k: Es/' -> Es/'+2k{p~X) for

0 < 2tc < t. Identical arguments work for ßPk.

Case 2. This is similar to Case 1 except that here (b) of Lemma 6.1 is used. The

indeterminacy in (3>k for t < 2 k < t + r — 2, for example, can be seen as follows. If

x = 8y \nthy G ZsrZrx + ,-l+r-2 then 8Pky = Pkx, but Pky G Z'rZ[+x',+r~2+2kip~x\

so in the spectral sequence it is dr_, +(2/t_r)(/,_ X) that carries Pky to Pkx.

The proofs of Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 are immediate from the definitions. The

proof of Proposition 2.4, as with that of Proposition 1.4 of [16], follows from the fact

that p = pX* where p: FsHs+'Y\omA(CX, N) -» ESJ is the standard projection.

Proof of Proposition 2.5. Each of the cases of this proposition essentially

follows from the relations 8Pkx = Pk8x and 8ßPkx = -ßPk8x. The only thing to be

verified is that the various elements involved survive long enough. Part of the proof

of Case 2 illustrates how this is done. Suppose that x E Zs/' represents u G £/■'.

Then, repeating arguments in the proof of 6.2, we find that 8x G Fs+r and

Pk8x E fs+r+çtk-t+r-ixp-n^ since 8Pkx = Pk8x, we have shown that Pkx survives

to Er+(2k_l+r_X)(p_X). Furthermore, GSkdru is represented by Pk8x, and this certainly

survives to Er+(2k._l+r_X)(p_X) because 8Pk8x = Pk88x = 0. Case 4 also relies on the

relations 8Pkx = Pk8x and 8ßPkx = -ßPk8x. We simply note as in [11, p. 170] that,

under the conditions of Case 4, 9kv and ß9kv are represented by vup~x and vp~]u

at Er and that these elements survive long enough.
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7. Operations on E2. One representation of E2 is that given in §6. Another

expression is

rj,/  -   TJS Tjt
r.2    — nhnv.

Hom^CYj,, N) is a double complex and what is meant by the expression HshH'v is

the s th cohomology group of the complex

-> H'HomA(cXSJt:, N)tH'HomA(cXs+x^, N) -> - • •.

Details on this representation can be found in [14, p. 68]. Using this representation,

an element of E2 can be represented by a A-homomorphism x: XS¡1 -» N satsifying

8vx = 0 and 8hx = 8vy for some;': Xs+X.  , -> N.

Proposition 7.1. Suppose that x: Xst -» N is a A-homomorphism representing

u E Es2'.

Case 1. If 2k < t, then *$ku G E2,l+2k(-p~l) is represented by the composition

Xs., + 2k(.p- 1)~* Xs,t + 2k(p-\) ® " ' ®Xs,t + 2k(p-\)

(-1)   "(-')ö((-2*Xi>-l> «-, Pr°j

2 XSJ]9---9XSiJp^XSJ9...9XSil
71+72+ ••• +Jp=Pt

x®*® • ■ ■ ®x n
-+        N ® N® ■■■ ®N^N.

If 2k < t, then ß9ku E E2s-'+2k(p~l)+l is represented by the composition

Xs.t + 2k(p-\)+\ ~* Xs,t + 2k(p-\)+\ ® ' ' ' ®Xs,t + 2k(p-l)+\

(-i)*»(-')A<-«Xj>-»-i „ prpj

2 Xs,Ji9..-9Xs,Jp-+Xs,9...9Xs,
71+72+ '•■ +7>=/>'

X®X®   ■ • ■   ®X \L

N9N9---9N^N.

Case 2. If t < 2k, then 9ku E £|+<2*-iXj>-i).i» is represented by the composition

-^i + (2*-r)(p-l),7"^'^'i+(2*-0(/'-l),p'       '"' ®^i+(2*-0(í»-l).í'

c(-f)A> ^,

-» 2 ^ + (2yt-r)(/--l),7, ® " " ®*s + (2*-0</'-i),7,
7Í+72+    ■■ +7,=/"

proj

"* -*j + (2*-/X/>-l),i ® ■ • • ®*i + (2A-r)(/>-l).i

(-l)*c(-i)£)(s+,_2t)(;)_i, proj

2        x,,,,®---®*,,,,^*,,,®---®**,,
'l+<2 +  •■■   +ip=Ps

x®x® ■ ■ ■ ®x ¡i
-*        N® N ® ■■■ ®N^N,
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proj

and ß<$ku E £2i+(2A:  ,)(p   l)-pl is represented by the composition

Xs + (2k-tXp-\)+\,pt ~* Xs + (2k-t)(p-\)+\,pt       "'"•' ®Xs + Q.k-t)(p-\)+\,pt

H-')D0

2 Xs + (2k-i)(p-\)+\.jl ® '    ' ®Xs + (2k-t)(p-i)+\Jp
Ji+J2+   ' ' '  +jp~P'

Xs + (2k-t)(p-\)+\,t ® - ' ' ®Xs + (2k-t)(p~l)+\,t

(-D% + ,-2*x,-0-l

-* 2       xt t® ■■■ ®xt t
i¡+h+...+ip=ps   "

proj x®x® ■ • ■ ®x p

^ Xsl® ■■■®Xst        -+        N® N® ■■■®N-^N.

.        . .
Ao/e /«ere is no indeterminacy at the E2 level.

Proof. We give the proof for c$ku in Case 1; the other cases are similar. In the

original terminology u is represented by a cochain of the form x + y for some

y E Fs+l HomA(CA', N) and <$ku is represented by Pk(x + y) E

2,s,JHomA(A'i ., N). Thus we need only pick out the component of Pk(x + y)

which lies in HomA(Xs l+2k(p_X), N). Using arguments like those in the proof of

Proposition 6.2, we find that terms involving either y or 8x are not in this

component. We then need only identify the correct component of

ip*K*n_2k)(p_X)x(x ® x ® ■ ■ ■ ®x). The definition of K* and the observation that

the composition

D*>-i>

Xsl®---®Xs¡t   - 2 X¡i>t9--.9Xif>l
'1+'2+ •■• +ip=Ps

proj

^Xttt9---9X,tt

is multiplicaion by (m\y(-\)m(-s +s)/2 (remember that {TJ^} is a special Eilenberg-

Zilber map) verifies that we have in fact selected the proper composition.

The astute reader will have noticed that, if x E E''* and t is odd, the horizontal

Steenrod operations (cf. §2, p. 740) seem to be shifted to the left by p — 1 from their

expected location. That is, an ordinary Steenrod power operation increases dimen-

sion by even multiples of p — 1, but for t odd, our horizontal operations increase

dimension by odd multiples of p — 1. (Of course, total degree is always raised by

even multiples of p — 1.) The apparent shift in the horizontal operations happens

because our horizontal operations at the E2 level are defined in the cohomology of a

graded commutative coalgebra. Let w be the cyclic group of order/? contained in 2p,

the symmetric group on p letters. Let Zp be the integers mod p as a w-module with

w-action given by the sign of the permutation. May [11, p. 159] shows that the

induced map

nt(:z; )-*Hi{s.p, z;)

is zero except when i = (2j + l)(p — 1) or i = (2j + l)(p — 1) — 1. Thus our

horizontal operations are only nonzero ones possible.
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